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Legitimacy of 
democratic institutions 
not onLy aBout deLiVery

One of the central hypotheses of the IJR’s Reconciliation Barometer Project 
is that national reconciliation is more likely to occur under circumstances 
where citizens view South Africa´s democratic institutions and the values 

they espouse as legitimate and accountable. Essentailly, we contend that the  
creation of a sense of common nationhood largely hinges on the health of these 
institutions. 

Over the past year the integrity of a number of key institutions in all three state 
spheres (legislative, judicial and administrative) has been questioned by role- 
players from across the political spectrum. Many of the issues have their roots in 
what appears to be a closely fought leadership battle within the ruling party. Fingers 
have been pointed at the law enforcement agencies, doubts have been cast over  
the public broadcaster’s bona fides, not even the judiciary has escaped charges  
of political manipulation and partiality. While some have cautioned against the  

intentional weakening of institutions such as parliament, others, in particular the Congress of 
South African Trade Unions (COSATU), have gone further to speculate that the country might  
be on a slippery slope towards a dictatorship. A serious charge indeed. 

Whether one agrees with such sentiments or not, it would be unwise to dismiss them out  
of hand. Some may not be comfortable with opening up debates about the independence and 
capacity of our democratic institutions. In doing so publicly, it is argued, we may delegitimise 
their credibility. However, it is vital that we do not shy away from these questions, especially at 
this formative stage of our democracy. The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) provides  
one such opportunity for formal and periodic engagement with these issues. It is, however, 
necessary to make this discourse a permanent feature of our political culture, one that will serve 
as a mechanism for alerting us to those deficiencies in our system that are real and those that 
are being put forward with ulterior motives. The willingness to engage in such introspective 
debates with rigour is a sign of a politically mature state that is vigilant and keen to ensure that 
its behaviour and outputs remain consistent with the values espoused by its Constitution. 

The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation supports and actively promotes the creation of  
such spaces for open and honest discourse. Accordingly, this issue of the SA Reconciliation 
Barometer turns its attention to the health of public institutions in the legislative and judicial 
spheres of government and asks three fundamental questions: How able are public institutions 
to deliver efficiently within the parameters that are set by the democratic state; who are the key 
stakeholders that drive their social agenda; and how entrenched are core democratic values  
such as impartialiality, transparency and accountability in their governance? These questions 
have been asked in relation to four specific institutions, namely, parliament, the Judiciary, the 
Independent Complaints Directorate and the National Treasury.  

While the experiences of these institutions should not be regarded as respresentative of all of 
the country´s democratic institutions, they pose questions and raise issues from within their 
particular operational contexts that nevertheless have broader resonance. We hope that this 
issue of the SA Reconciliation Barometer makes an informative contribution towards illuminating 
recent thinking on these key issues. 

Jan Hofmeyr
Project coordinator: SA Reconciliation Barometer
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DO WE vAlUE OUR PUBlIC INSTITUTIONS?



aking democratic institutions fair, open and efficient 
organs of social delivery and justice is a key challenge for 
countries with a short democratic history. The existence  
of these qualities is especially important in divided  

societies, as perceptions that certain factions are able to abuse state 
resources with impunity damage the legitimacy of these institutions. 

At the same time, as pressure is exerted on newly democratised 
institutions to distribute resources fairly, they also have to redefine 
their relationship with the citizens they are intended to serve. It not 
only matters what they do – the social capital or legitimacy that they 
need would largely be determined by how they do it. This poses a 
conundrum. At a time when corrective, and often unpopular, policies 
must be implemented, the institutions also have to win the trust of 
those who have to carry the brunt of such reforms.

Consecutive rounds of the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation’s 
SA Reconciliation Barometer Survey, conducted annually for the 
Institute by Markinor, have indicated that social fragmentation in South 
Africa, particularly along race and class lines, remains pronounced. 
Despite the abolition of discriminatory legislation, which has led to 
incremental steps towards the integration of some public spaces, the 
2005 round of the survey nevertheless indicated that around 73 per 
cent of South Africans never or rarely socialise with racial groups other 
than their own. Integration will, therefore, not be an overnight process 
and institutions in the legislative, judicial, and administrative spheres 
of the state will have to play their part in mediating relations between 
social groups for as long as these divisions exist. 

Over the past twelve years, South Africa has built up an institutional 
infrastructure in these spheres that has become the envy of many 
comparable countries. In its Ten Year Review, published in 2004,  
government rightly points to the great strides it has made in address-
ing social and developmental imbalances by means of, and through, 
these institutions. The Reconciliation Barometer’s findings on public 
satisfaction with government performance confirm this, particularly  
in the provision of social welfare and basic services. 

Yet, despite government’s positive track record, one of the most 
startling findings of the 2005 survey is that 53 per cent of respondents 

agreed with the statement that: ‘The people who run this country are 
not concerned with what happens to people like me.’ Add to this a  
further 15 per cent who either don’t know or are uncertain, and there 
remain only 32 per cent of South Africans who believe that those  
in charge of this country’s affairs care about them. In government’s 
recently released discussion document on macro-social trends, A Nation 
in the Making, the desire for a ‘caring society’ is articulated in several 
contexts. In fairness, the state and its institutions cannot be held 
solely responsible for the creation of such a society, but this sobering 
statistic, which reflects the opinion and perceptions of ordinary South 
Africans on the state’s contribution, is hopefully sending a message to 
those monitoring the implementation of the Batho Pele (people first) 
principles. 

Why do the majority of South Africans hold this view? The answer 
largely has to do with how the state relates to its citizens, rather than 
with what services it provides. Many observers have noted in recent 
years how an increasingly technocratic state struggles to communicate 
with stakeholders on the same technical level that it operates. Often 
this has limited those who engage in public participation processes to 
well-resourced lobbying groups, consultants and experts who are often 
far removed from the lived reality of most South Africans. Technically, 
institutions such as parliament may argue that they listen and are 
responsive to public input. But the important question is: Who are they 
actually listening to? 

Those who are not heard feel excluded and when they complain they 
are in many instances treated in a patronising way, sometimes even 
with contempt. The past twelve months have been replete with exam-
ples. The young Kabelo Thibedi stands trial for allegedly losing control 
after the inefficiency of the Department of Home Affairs denied him an 
ID document and consequently a living for over two years. Government 
has allocated R7 billion in its 2006 Budget for the exclusive Gautrain 
project while the majority of rail commuters have to be satisfied with a 
R1.2 billion band-aid for the country’s ailing and unsafe passenger rail 
infrastructure. In Khutsong, violence erupted after the Department for 
Provincial and local Government disregarded the outcome of public 
participation processes and recommendations from the Municipal 
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Legitimacy of 
democratic institutions

 not onLY 
    ABoUt 
DeLIVeRYThe quality of service delivery by the state should not 

only be measured in terms of what it does, but also 
by how it fulfills its responsibilities to the South African 
public, writes JAN HOFMEYR, coordinator of the IJR’s 
SA Reconciliation Barometer Project.
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t
he name change from the South African Police (SAP) to the 
South African Police Service (SAPS), speaks volumes about 
the shift in focus and function that the South African state 
envisaged for its policemen and women in post-apartheid 
South Africa. Whereas the former became notorious for 
acting with force and impunity against those who opposed 

the minority regime, the latter was now tasked with protecting and 
upholding the rule of law within a democratic state – to be of service 
to all South Africans. 

The transformation of the police service, as was the case with most 
other public institutions at the time, required a change in its demo-
graphic composition to make its public face more representative of the 
South African population. This in itself was not an easy task, but it soon 
became obvious that the second dimension of its transformation, the 
internalisation of its new service-orientated vision and ethos, would 
prove to be far more difficult. For the first time in its history, a South 
African police service had to act in terms of, and measure its activities 
against, determinations that were set out in a Bill of Rights. This 
required accountability, which meant that some form of independent 
oversight was needed to monitor and respond to complaints about the 
behaviour of the police in the exercising of their duties. Within the 
context of the constitutional state, such a body was necessary for 
several reasons.

Policing by its very nature is complex. Society gives the men and 
women in blue the authority to protect its fundamental liberties and 
enforce the rule of law as the front line of the criminal justice system. 
This responsibility comes with authorisation to use force. Should a 
society not be able to properly regulate such use of force, nor have 
oversight mechanisms in place, there always exists the possibility of 

this authority being abused. Therefore, legitimacy and trustworthiness 
become key attributes. Citizens need to have the assurance that the 
police service is accountable for its actions and that structures exist to 
deal with grievances in instances where the police might have over-
stepped their mandate. 

It was against this background that Section 222 of the Interim 
Constitution of 1993 expressed the necessity for such an oversight 
body. Unfortunately the final Constitution of 1996 did not make specific 
provision for such an oversight body and therefore it did not receive 
the same status as Chapter 9 institutions that were tasked with 
strengthening constitutional democracy. This step has, arguably, 
compromised the work of the Independent Complaints Directorate  
(ICD). Albeit with a different status, the South African Police Services 
Act of 1995 did make provision for the creation of such a body, which 
was formally launched in 1997. 

In recent years the Directorate has repeatedly shown its usefulness 
and, despite some growing pains, has contributed to making the SAPS 
more accountable to the South African public than ever before. This is 
evident in the number of cases reported to the ICD. In the financial year 
2004/2005, the ICD received 5 790 complaints. These related to deaths 
in police custody or as a result of police action (652), criminal cases 
laid against police officials (1 731) and police misconduct (3 407). 
One of the cases that stands out is that of Constable Ronald Mannie 
who killed a 17-year-old youth in 2001. The ICD investigated this case 
and recommended that the officer be charged with murder. He was 
convicted and sentenced to 15 years imprisonment. Cases such as this 
go a long way to assure the public that the police are indeed not above 
the law.

But it has also shown that the members of the SAPS need the ICD as 
much as the public do. The ICD’s finding that the majority of complaints 
against the police in the 2004/2005 financial year were unsubstanti-
ated, does strengthen their credibility. From a legitimacy point of view, 
it was in the interest of the police and policing that such findings came 
from the ICD and not the SAPS. 

A practical example illustrates this point. In June this year, The 
Sunday Independent published an article that linked the SAPS to a 
string of suspicious deaths and disappearances of suspects related 

BOYANE TSHEHLA, head of the Crime and Justice 
Programme of the Institute for Security Studies, sug-
gests that, despite speculation about its usefulness, 
the Independent Complaints Directorate (ICD) still 
has an important role to play in the oversight of the 
South African Police Service. 

       independent oVersight 
                of south africa’s 
LAW enFoRcement AGencIes 
                    shoULD RemAIn

IcD
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Demarcation Board against its incorporation into the North 
West Province. In one of the more overt recent examples, 
the Minister for Safety and Security told those people who 
complain about crime that they should leave the country. 

It is not surprising then that 52 per cent of respondents in 
the 2005 round of the SA Reconciliation Barometer Survey 
agreed with the statement: ‘If public officials are not inter-
ested in hearing what people like me think, there is no way 
to make them listen.’ Amongst the remaining respondents, 
23 per cent were either uncertain or didn’t know. Only 25 
per cent managed to give government’s willingness to listen 
their unequivocal approval. 

It is in the longer-term interest of our public institutions to turn this 
perception around. Although the South African state has excelled on 
the social delivery front in recent years, its responsibility (and that  
of all other states) is not primarily to deliver. An over-emphasis on 
instrumental value, without paying enough attention to the normative 

foundations of democratic government, may come back to haunt a state 
in times where fiscal austerity is required (and in our case there are 
signs that some belt-tightening might be required up ahead). First and 
foremost, it is the function of any modern state to create accessible 
institutions that are receptive to divergent public opinion and able to 
convert it into law and policy. Only after this can the state implement 
such laws and policies, either on its own or in partnership with the 
private sector. In order to play the role of mediator of divergent social 
interests, it is crucial that these constituencies – whether they are 
racial-, cultural- or class-based – know that their voices matter.  ijr
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the people who run this country are not concerned with what happens to people like me

Source: SA Reconciliation Barometer Survey 2005

One of the most startling findings of the 
2005 survey is that 53 per cent of respondents 
agreed with the statement that: 'The people 
who run this country are not concerned with 
what happens to people like me.'

to the recent R85 million cash heist at Johannesburg International 
Airport. The report suggested that a number of the accused were  
tortured and/or killed during the investigation into the heist. Should the 
SAPS, instead of the ICD, have been entrusted with the responsibility 
of investigating these allegations, it might have exposed itself to 
charges of a ‘cover-up’, regardless of the outcome. The saying that  
‘it is not sufficient that justice be done, but that it should be seen to be 
done’ holds in this regard.

The continued relevance of the ICD needs to be emphasised after  
the Commissioner of Police has recently been quoted as saying that  
the ICD might have outlived its usefulness. According to the report,  
the police can deal internally with complaints. The Commissioner went 
further and accused the ICD of, among other things, making inhuman 
demands on the police. Encouragingly though, the Minister of Safety 
and Security has subsequently given the assurance that the ICD is not 
under threat. The Commissioner’s statement, nevertheless, highlights 
existing tensions between the SAPS and the ICD. At this point the  
friction should, however, not be overstated, as oversight of one body  
by another is a sensitive function, which will always have the potential 
for a degree of confrontation.  

Much of the dissatisfaction with the ICD’s outputs has substance.  
In recent years it has been berated on a number of occasions for  
ineffectiveness in dealing with allegations made against members of 
the SAPS. Factors such as lack of capacity have been cited as being 
responsible for its inefficiency. However, being ineffective is not  
the same as being unnecessary. If the ICD has not lived up to its 
potential, it is now in the interest of public accountability to make 
sure that it does.  ijr

... continued from page 3

The police responsibility comes with an 
authority to use force. Should a society  
not be able to properly regulate such use  
of force, nor have oversight mechanisms  
in place, there always exists the possibility  
of this authority being abused. 
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t
here is presently some concern that the South African  
parliament’s role is being reduced to that of a democratic fig 
leaf, masking the concentration of power in the executive 
branch. Deeper concern suggests that the institution has 
become irrelevant to the daily lives of ordinary people. 

The recent critiques of parliament’s diminishing powers by the  
South African Communist Party (SACP) and the Democratic Alliance 
(DA) undoubtedly have a tactical dimension to them, but their concern 
about the over-concentration of power in the Presidency at the expense 
of the popularly elected institution of parliament is genuine. The motiva-
tions for their critiques differ in significant respects, however. For the 

DA, the critique is animated, in part, by the classic liberal desire to  
limit political power and the abuse thereof. The SACP’s critique is an 
expression of frustration that the interests of the under-classes, the 
marginalised, the impoverished and the voiceless are being ignored  
in the hallowed chambers.

Both parties clearly have a point and their assertions demand far 
more consideration by members of parliament (MPs). What are they 
doing to redress this power imbalance? 

In most democracies, where power is relational, an oscillating power-
dynamic exists between the branches of government. The peculiarity  
of the South African context is that, since 1999, power has shifted 

Current debate on the relationship between the executive and legislature may help the South African 
Parliament to define itself as a genuine ‘people’s parliament’ in the eyes of the public, says TIM HUGHES, 
team leader of the South African Institute for International Affairs’ Programme for Parliamentary Democracy 
in the Southern African Development Community Region. 

parliament’s window of opportunity 

DemocRAcY In the BALAnce
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measurably towards the executive branch and away from the legis-
lature with little sign of counterbalance. This disguises the fact, though, 
that while the ANC has a 70 per cent parliamentary majority, some  
75 of its MPs are reportedly members of the SACP and dozens are, or 
have been, Congress of South African Trade Union (COSATU) members. 
Thus many ANC MPs are likely to be sympathetic to the viewpoint that 
parliament is becoming marginalised. Add to this the DA’s 56 MPs 
together with the other opposition MPs and it can be deduced that up  
to one third of MPs may share concerns about the marginalisation  
of parliament.

Operationally the dice are also loaded against parliament. By definition 
the relationship of the executive to the legislature is one of profes-
sional to amateur. Parliament is always at a technical disadvantage to 
the executive branch, with the latter enjoying a phalanx of departmental 
career technocrats at its disposal to formulate policy and to draft  
legislation. Parliament has sought to redress this imbalance through 
MP training, skills development and an increased allocation to research 
services. Yet, disappointingly, the research budget for committees has 
remained underspent to date. Furthermore, Deputy President Phumzile 
Mlambo-Ngcuka recently expressed what many have long felt, that  
the current crop of MPs is not up to the standard of the class of ’94. 
This is profoundly worrying. Our MPs ought to be increasingly skilled, 
assertive, responsive and accountable. Instead we have witnessed  
a haemorrhaging of talent out of parliament, either to business, or 
through promotion to higher office. Parliament is simply not attracting 
and retaining the best in our society and our democracy is suffering. 

The deeper concerns regarding parliament’s irrelevance hinge, in 
part, on the chasm between the South African electorate and their 
public representatives. These are chosen via the party list proportional 

representation electoral system, which tends to elevate party loyalty 
and discipline above all other capabilities and talents. MPs compete  
in the first instance for party and collegial approval, rather than for  
that of the electorate. This breeds and rewards party obeisance and 
sycophancy. Because MPs are allocated to their constituencies, this 
relationship remains discretionary and arbitrary. And although MPs are 
required to report back to their parties on their constituency work, this 
obligation is a political light year away from a direct and accountable 
relationship. 

A more difficult way to evaluate the health of parliament is to measure 
the degree to which MPs exemplify values and behaviour expected  
of public representatives. South Africans may share little ideological 
common ground, nor agreement over policy, but there is generally 
more consensus, regardless of party political affiliation, about the  
values MPs are expected to demonstrate, namely, honesty, integrity, 
dedication, professionalism and commitment to public service. It may 
be misleading and inaccurate to impute general deviance from these 

core values from the indiscretions of a minority, nevertheless, the 
unethical behaviour, opportunistic floor-crossing and the downright 
illegal acts of some high profile MPs have undermined overall public 
trust in parliament. Additionally, parliament’s internal handling of high-
profile cases by its ethics committee has further undermined the public 
confidence in parliament. The slowness in dealing with ‘Travelgate’ is 
one such example.

Thus a profound question needs to be asked of all MPs. Do they 
intend to act with greater independence on matters of conscience, 
policy and practice than they have hitherto? After all, the Constitution 
endows parliament with considerable powers of oversight and the 
capacity to hold the executive to account. Yet the instances in which the 
legislature has exercised such powers don’t spring quickly to mind. The 
ruling party’s 70 per cent majority in parliament leaves it nominally 
immune from opposition pressure and unassailable on any voting  
decision. The overarching discipline reinforced by the electoral system 
further discourages independent thinking and, in turn, diminishes  
the prospect and practice of majority party executive oversight.  
More technically, but no less potently, the total dominance of ANC  
MPs as Portfolio Committee chairs, with the exception of the Standing 
Committee on Public Accounts (SCOPA), further re-enforces party  
discipline and diminishes robust and assertive oversight. In the only 
significant attempt by a committee to exercise its full powers of over-
sight during the arms deal hearings, SCOPA and indeed parliament, 
were permanently damaged by the victory of the executive and the 
subsequent capitulation by the legislature. 

Although South Africa’s democratic parliament looks and feels like an 
open and welcoming institution –  particularly as compared to its previous 
incarnations – can we really talk about it as a ‘people’s parliament’? In 

broad terms, the concept of a ‘people’s parliament’ conveys 
the idea of a place in which all the country’s people feel they 
are fully represented, as well as a place in which their most 
important political, economic, social and cultural interests 
are protected and promoted. But there is a vast difference 
between people visiting parliament as part of a public rela-
tions tour and their engaging with parliament as part of the 

deliberative process. Whilst the South African public is now encouraged 
to visit parliament and is provided with an array of helpful information 
in all eleven official languages, engagement with parliament at the 
committee and public hearing level is overwhelmingly still via experts 
or lobby groups. These constitute a set of insider groups that have the 
resources to engage with and influence parliament and indeed are 
often sought out by Committees to provide expert input on policy, or  
to draft legislation. Yet even here, there is evidence of lobbyists and 
organised interests increasingly bypassing parliament in favour of the 
direct route to Pretoria.  

All is not lost, however. The recent robust discourse about the rela-
tionship between the executive and legislature comes at a time when  
a narrow window of opportunity is opening for parliament. During  
the remainder of the third parliament, it has the rare opportunity,  
not only to be a King- or Queen-maker, but also to claw back a degree  
of power to itself. For the sake of democracy in South Africa, it must  
not fail.  ijr

Our MPs ought to be increasingly skilled, assertive, 
responsive and accountable. Instead we have witnessed 
a haemorrhaging of talent out of parliament, either to 
business, or through promotion to higher office.
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i
f the adage ‘information is power’ is true, then the National 
Treasury has sought to give power to parliament and the people 
by supplying a steady stream of quality information on every 
aspect of government fiscal planning, budgeting and spending. 
There is arguably no other government department that goes 

to the same lengths to ensure public insight and confidence in its 
functions. Yet much of its information output falls on deaf ears. The 
dynamics of the Treasury’s interaction with the South African public 
seems to point to a crucial truth about democratic governance: 
transparency and accountability of state institutions are meaningless 
without a receptive audience. 

In October each year, the minister of finance tables the Medium Term 
Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS), which sets out the government’s 
expenditure plans for the next three years, including detailed informa-
tion on the upcoming budget. This is followed on Budget Day, sometime 
in February, by the minister’s multi-lingual budget speech, the Budget 
Review, Division of Revenue Bill, the Estimates of National Revenue 
and the Estimates of National Expenditure. As implementation gets 

underway, the National Treasury publishes 
monthly expenditure information pertaining to 
national departments and quarterly expendi-
ture information from all the provinces. At the 
close of each fiscal year, the National Treasury 
compiles consolidated financial statements for 

     2006 Budget Review

Table 1

Main Budget:

Revenue, expenditure, deficit and financing 

R million

Revenue

Tax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5

Less: SACU payments -7 197,3 -8 396,1 -8 204,8 -8 259,4  -9 722,7 -13 327,8

Departmental receipts 3 824,9 3 498,0 4 087,6 4 191,9 5 931,4

Total current revenue 198 013,6 215 436,1 248 181,0 278 142,1 298 716,3

Transactions in assets and liabilities

Main budget revenue 198 162,4 215 591,9 248 262,4 278 507,7 299 431,2

Expenditure

Statutory and standing appropriations 117 059,4 126 959,5 137 239,4 144 866,2 158 579,3

Cost of servicing state debt 4) 44 289,7 46 320,9 47 580,7 46 807,7 46 312,9 48 851,2

Provincial equitable share 71 590,7 79 397,0 85 994,7 93 895,3 107 538,4 120 884,5

Other 5) 1 179,0 1 241,6 3 664,0 4 163,2 4 727,9 5 786,1

Appropriated by vote 97 690,5 106 974,5 125 665,1 146 657,7 170 129,9

Current payments 6) 39 848,9 41 647,6 46 720,9 52 044,0 56 902,7 62 389,3

Transfers and subsidies 7) 54 540,3 62 831,7 74 419,0 90 341,2 108 788,2 125 216,3

Payments for capital assets 8) 3 301,2 2 495,3 4 525,1 4 272,5 4 439,1 5 413,9

Plus: Unallocated funds

Contingency reserve

Total expenditure 214 749,9 233 934,0 262 904,5 291 524,0 328 709,2

Budget deficit -16 587,6 -18 342,2 -14 642,2 -13 016,2  -29 278,0 -20 686,8

Deficit as percentage of GDP -2,0% -1,9% -1,4% -1,1% -2,3% -1,5%

Extraordinary transfers

Extraordinary receipts

Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Financing

Change in loan liabilities

Domestic short-term loans (net) 1 884,1 4 978,9 -7 966,6 4 213,9 6 694,8

Domestic long-term loans (net) 3 031,9 6 406,3 -9 871,3 -3 017,4 31 123,1

Loans issued for financing: 1 546,5 4 182,7 -12 087,9 -6 940,3 24 037,4

New loansNew loans

Less: Discount

Redemptions (net of book profit)

Tax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5     2006 Budget ReviewTax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5     2006 Budget Review
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Total current revenue 198 013,6 215 436,1 248 181,0 278 142,1 298 716,3

148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9R million148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9R million148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9

Budget deficit -16 587,6 -18 342,2 -14 642,2 -13 016,2  -29 278,0 -20 686,8

Deficit as percentage of GDP -2,0% -1,9% -1,4% -1,1% -2,3% -1,5%

Extraordinary transfers

Extraordinary receipts

Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Financing

Change in loan liabilities

Domestic short-term loans (net) 1 884,1 4 978,9 -7 966,6 4 213,9 6 694,8

Domestic long-term loans (net) 3 031,9 6 406,3 -9 871,3 -3 017,4 31 123,1

Loans issued for financing: 1 546,5 4 182,7 -12 087,9 -6 940,3 24 037,4

New loans

Less: Discount

Redemptions (net of book profit)

Buy backs

Loans issued for switching:

New loans 5 575,8 5 563,8 40 914,1 7 674,8 10 166,5 16 316,8

Less: Discount -601,5 -168,5 -1 675,3 -246,5  -116,0 -185,4

Loans switched (net of book profit) -4 974,3 -5 452,7 -37 022,2 -7 158,1  -10 170,4 -16 770,9

Loans issued for extraordinary purposes: 1 485,4 2 281,0

New loans 1 485,4 2 281,0

Less: Discount

Buy back (net of book profit)

Foreign loans (net) 8 513,9 1 901,8 33 130,8 14 310,1 1 045,1

Market loans 13 259,6 1 987,5 29 873,7 11 039,2 10 656,8 6 551,0

Arms procurement loan agreements

Less: Discount on issues of new loans -67,2

Redemptions (including revaluation of loans) -4 678,5 -2 062,6 -68,9 -1 383,8  -13 301,9 -5 335,0

Change in cash and other balances (- increase) -2 595,2 4 370,3 -2 732,1 -2 687,0  -3 739,7 -16 097,2

Total financing (net) 10 834,7 17 657,3 12 560,8 12 819,6 35 123,3

Main budget revenue 198 162,4 215 591,9 248 262,4 278 507,7 299 431,2

Statutory and standing appropriations 117 059,4 126 959,5 137 239,4 144 866,2 158 579,3

Cost of servicing state debt 4) 44 289,7 46 320,9 47 580,7 46 807,7 46 312,9 48 851,2

Provincial equitable share 71 590,7 79 397,0 85 994,7 93 895,3 107 538,4 120 884,5
Total expenditure 214 749,9 233 934,0 262 904,5 291 524,0 328 709,2

Provincial equitable share 71 590,7 79 397,0 85 994,7 93 895,3 107 538,4 120 884,5
Total expenditure 214 749,9 233 934,0 262 904,5 291 524,0 328 709,2

Other 5) 1 179,0 1 241,6 3 664,0 4 163,2 4 727,9 5 786,1
Budget deficit -16 587,6 -18 342,2 -14 642,2 -13 016,2  -29 278,0 -20 686,8

Other 5) 1 179,0 1 241,6 3 664,0 4 163,2 4 727,9 5 786,1
Budget deficit -16 587,6 -18 342,2 -14 642,2 -13 016,2  -29 278,0 -20 686,8

ppropriated by vote 97 690,5 106 974,5 125 665,1 146 657,7 170 129,9

Current payments 6) 39 848,9 41 647,6 46 720,9 52 044,0 56 902,7 62 389,3
Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Current payments 6) 39 848,9 41 647,6 46 720,9 52 044,0 56 902,7 62 389,3
Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Transfers and subsidies 7) 54 540,3 62 831,7 74 419,0 90 341,2 108 788,2 125 216,3
Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Transfers and subsidies 7) 54 540,3 62 831,7 74 419,0 90 341,2 108 788,2 125 216,3
Net borrowing requirement -10 834,7 -17 657,3 -12 560,8 -12 819,6  -35 123,3 -27 982,1

Financing
Transfers and subsidies 7) 54 540,3 62 831,7 74 419,0 90 341,2 108 788,2 125 216,3

Financing

Payments for capital assets 8) 3 301,2 2 495,3 4 525,1 4 272,5 4 439,1 5 413,9
Financing

Payments for capital assets 8) 3 301,2 2 495,3 4 525,1 4 272,5 4 439,1 5 413,9
Financing

Change in loan liabilitiesPayments for capital assets 8) 3 301,2 2 495,3 4 525,1 4 272,5 4 439,1 5 413,9Change in loan liabilities

While public accountability is critical for a healthy democracy, it is only use-
ful when met by constructive public engagement. CONRAD BARBERTON 
suggests that despite the National Treasury’s substantial information output, 
few take the trouble to read it.  

transparency 
is meAnInGLess 
without criticaL 

engagement

Tax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5
Less: Discount -601,5 -168,5 -1 675,3 -246,5  -116,0 -185,4

Tax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5
Less: Discount -601,5 -168,5 -1 675,3 -246,5  -116,0 -185,4

Loans switched (net of book profit) -4 974,3 -5 452,7 -37 022,2 -7 158,1  -10 170,4 -16 770,9Tax revenue (gross) 201 386,0 220 334,1 252 298,3 282 209,6 302 507,5Loans switched (net of book profit) -4 974,3 -5 452,7 -37 022,2 -7 158,1  -10 170,4 -16 770,9

Less: SACU payments -7 197,3 -8 396,1 -8 204,8 -8 259,4  -9 722,7 -13 327,8Loans issued for extraordinary purposes: 1 485,4 2 281,0Less: SACU payments -7 197,3 -8 396,1 -8 204,8 -8 259,4  -9 722,7 -13 327,8Loans issued for extraordinary purposes: 1 485,4 2 281,0

Departmental receipts 3 824,9 3 498,0 4 087,6 4 191,9 5 931,4
New loans 1 485,4 2 281,0

Departmental receipts 3 824,9 3 498,0 4 087,6 4 191,9 5 931,4
New loans 1 485,4 2 281,0

Total current revenue 198 013,6 215 436,1 248 181,0 278 142,1 298 716,3

148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9Foreign loans (net) 8 513,9 1 901,8 33 130,8 14 310,1 1 045,1148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9Foreign loans (net) 8 513,9 1 901,8 33 130,8 14 310,1 1 045,1

Market loans 13 259,6 1 987,5 29 873,7 11 039,2 10 656,8 6 551,0
148,8 155,7 81,4 365,6 714,9

Market loans 13 259,6 1 987,5 29 873,7 11 039,2 10 656,8 6 551,0
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the whole of government, which get audited and 
tabled in parliament. To this list must be added  
the Intergovernmental Fiscal Review which 
reviews expenditures in the sectors for which the 
provinces are responsible and the Adjustments 
Budget which allocates new funds or reallocates 
underutilised funds about two-thirds of the way 
through the fiscal year.

All told, the National Treasury itself publishes about thirty documents 
related directly to planning, budgeting and financial reporting each 
year, and oversees processes that should result, if all organs of state 
complied with the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA), in the  
production of a further estimated three thousand documents on  
planning, budgeting and reporting. Indeed the PFMA alone has 
unleashed a veritable paper storm. So do all these documents create 
transparency? Do they serve as windows through which the public can 
watch and monitor the inner workings of government? Unfortunately, 
the reality is probably not.

Firstly, a document’s existence does not mean that it conveys useful 
information. It is widely acknowledged that the National Treasury’s 
documents are among the most informative budget documents produced 
by any government anywhere in the world. However, the same cannot be 
said about the majority of planning, budgeting and reporting documents 
produced by other departments and entities. They suffer from a variety 
of maladies including cut-and-paste, internal plagiarism, thoughtless 
following of format, one-day workshop thinking, consultant speak,  
top-down planning, reality detachment, historical data, padding and 
‘everything-is-a-priority’ syndrome. Many of them are showpieces of 
new South African layout, have beautiful photographs and are printed 
on recycled paper. The form is there, but the content is often sadly  
lacking.

Secondly, a document does not convey information unless it gets 
read, and does not serve transparency unless it gets read critically.  
So while the National Treasury goes to great lengths each year to main-
tain and improve the quality of budget-related information, there is not 
a matching response from parliament, the legislatures, civil society and 
ordinary people. In effect the Treasury’s efforts to empower people 
have been met with a rather weak response – most people are simply 
not reading or reading enough to be empowered. Instead of using  
the wealth of budget information to engage with government priorities, 
processes and constraints, there is a tendency to fall back on unin-
formed, jaded slogans of the ‘government must provide’ variety. 

Probably the greatest risk arising from the lack of critical readers and 
poor engagement with transparency information is that government 
entities that do produce documents with good quality information may 
cease to do so – since it makes no apparent difference. In 2002 the 
National Treasury published a draft of the Division of Revenue Bill in the 
Government Gazette towards the end of December, a full two months 
before it was due to be tabled on Budget Day. The aim was to allow time 
for provincial legislatures and people concerned about the delivery  
of services by the provinces to engage with the draft, debate the inter-

governmental allocations and provide feedback about priorities.  
The response: not a single comment. And since then the Division of 
Revenue Bill has not been published in December again. 

In 2005 the National Treasury did not produce an Intergovernmental 
Fiscal Review. Instead it produced a document with the title Provincial 
Budget and Expenditure Review 2001/02 – 2007/08, which excluded 
information on municipalities. How many people noticed? And how 
many really cared? 

By contrast, if the National Treasury were to decide not to produce a 
Budget Review along with the budget in a particular year, there would 
be an immediate and searching reaction. The value of the Rand would 
go into free fall, financial commentators would engage in wild specula-
tion as to the reasons, and opposition parties would no doubt call  
for the minister’s resignation. The fact is that since its first appearance 
in 1991, the Budget Review has gained an audience. Many people do 
actually read it and will notice if it does not appear or if its quality 
deteriorates. In effect, the fact that the public has come to expect that 
the National Treasury will produce a good quality Budget Review has 
resulted in a virtuous transparency cycle.

The challenge the National Treasury faces is to develop or find similar 
audiences for all the documents it produces itself, as well as for the 
three-thousand odd documents it requires other departments and  
entities to produce. One strategy has been to make the Auditor-General 
the audience. This audience is obliged by legislation to take notice, and 
even gets paid to do so. This is proving to be increasingly effective  
in relation to departments’ annual financial statements and annual 
reports. However, it is doubtful whether this strategy can be taken 
much further without over extending the scope of the public audit  
function or the capacity of the Auditor-General, or both. 

The real solution lies in going back to the foundation of our democ-
racy – the Constitution. It requires parliament and the legislatures to 
be the audience for all oversight reports emanating from the executive 
branch of government. To fulfil this role effectively, parliament and the 
legislatures need to know what reports to expect from the executive, 
when they are due and have systems to monitor their timely delivery. 
They then need to have systems in place to ensure the documents  
get read critically by both researchers and members of parliament.  
The next step is to call the relevant ministers and MECs to account  
for the quality of the information and what it shows about their depart-
ments’ plans or performance by way of hearings, oversight reports and 
resolutions.  

And as for the rest of us, we also need to read, read, read… and 
respond critically when information and the performance it reports  
on is not up to standard. ijr

Probably the greatest risk arising from the lack of critical 
readers and poor engagement with transparency information 
is that government entities that do produce documents with 
good quality information may cease to do so – since it makes 
no apparent difference.
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h
ow healthy is the judiciary? Well, how would we know? 
Although it gets a lot of headlines in the press, it is never 
clear what is actually going on. This obscurity is in part a 
result of the complexity of the current issues, which are 
more practical and intractable than those of the first years 
of constitutional democracy. The recent promotion of 

Johnnie de lange to deputy minister is also partly responsible for the 
confusion and conflict now evident. 

The ministry is presently charged with many difficult tasks. Every  
day the judicial system processes a diminishing proportion of its load 
while a crime-riddled society overburdens its courts. Judges are not 
necessarily good administrators. Some magistrates and judges don't 
do their jobs. Court buildings are often in disrepair. Many 
judges have no clerks and computers are absent from 
many magistrates’ courts. And it is not clear who is 
responsible for these problems. 

De lange is a man avowedly dedicated to speeding up 
and rationalising the workings of the whole judicial 
sector. He is a deputy minister, not a director-general, 
and tends to spend his time stubbornly trying to create 
what he sees as an appropriate structural system 
(which the courts clearly don’t want) instead of actually 
putting individual court administrations to rights.

He argues that we just have to accept that the justice ministry has 
always done the administration of the courts and that a clear line may 
therefore be drawn between the administration of courts and their 
dealing with cases. He completely ignores the argument of Supreme 
Court of Appeals judge Bob Nugent – and virtually every other judge – 
that a ‘bright line’ cannot be drawn without undermining the institu-
tional independence of the judiciary. Nugent’s view is that under the 
new constitution the courts should have more independence, not less. 

De lange accepts that his department has no right to influence  
judgments, but he believes it must run all the non-judicial aspects of 
courts and, what’s more, do so free from the interference of judges. 
One of his bills proposes a ten member advisory body, only half of 
whose members would be nominated by the chief justice. The ministry 
would not need to listen to the board if it so chose. 

De lange goes further into unprecedented territory. One bill has  

a chapter with the headline ‘Minister may make court rules’. No  
independent court can ever agree to this. 

De lange’s refusal to bring about what the judges want – an indepen-
dent judicial administration institution under the chief justice – has 
caused the logjam which President Mbeki has very recently been  
moving to break up. The Mail & Guardian’s Nick Dawes, writing on 
information provided by four highly placed but anonymous people, 
reported in early July that Mbeki had ordered the department to drop 
the De lange amendment as well as legislation prohibiting the very 
hearing by any court of an application to suspend the commencement 
of a bill because of prima facie unconstitutionality. 

The Dawes article said De lange’s other judiciary bills would also  
be withdrawn for discussion and refinement. The ministry immediately 
denied Dawes’s report in toto. 

It then appeared that Mbeki has referred all the issues to an ANC 

        prioritise
constitutional arguments
        in judiciary deBate

The logjam between the ministry and the superior courts gets some presidential attention 
– but follow through will be necessary, writes ROB AMATO.
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policy committee to be headed by the transport minister, Jeff Radebe. 
Wim Trengrove, an influential senior counsel, views this move posi-
tively as a way to remove control of the controversy from the hands of 
the justice ministry, one of the combatants, and put it in the hands of a 
‘sage, wise and senior leader’ who, while not recently active in law, had 
legal training and can understand what the lawyers will say to his 
policy committee. 

Trengove said it was important that there was a  
difference between who controls the administration of 
the courts and who did the work. There should be a board 
of directors of a foundation or institute, nominated and 
chaired by the chief justice. This board should appoint  
and oversee an executive officer who actually administers 
all courts hands-on and draws up their budgets. The  
collated budget should then go directly to parliament,  
not through the justice ministry. The ministry is in a vast 
number of cases a litigator before the courts and so it 
cannot in any way control their purse strings. 

This system would result in the ministry’s loss of many  
current functions, but it would still operate – as do its equiva-
lents in the United States and most Commonwealth countries 
– by drafting much of the country's legislation.

The most difficult problem area is the allocation of jurispru-
dence and the progress of cases through our two most senior 
courts: the Constitutional Court, which has been of incalculable 
value but now hears far fewer cases; and a highly regarded but 
dreadfully overloaded Supreme Court of Appeals. The distinction 
between what is and is not a constitutional matter has been 
refined at great length in the Constitutional Court’s judgements, 
but refinement has brought little clarity. litigants tend to decide 
where to take matters on the basis that ‘the Constitutional Court is 
an equity court and the Supreme Court of Appeals a lawyer’s court’. Is 
this such a bad thing? 

There is a perception that the status of the Supreme Court of Appeals  
would be further diminished than it already has been by the proposal 
to make the Constitutional Court the apex court in all, not just constitu-
tional, matters.  

These are more difficult problems than those to do with the admini-
stration of the court. Perhaps the constitutional/non-constitutional 
distinction is irrational. By dropping it (in this case following De lange), 
we would end up with a situation like that in the United States, where 
the Supreme Court decides what cases it will hear, rejecting cases with 
or without reasons. This seems to work. 

Everyone may be arguing volubly about the cures the system needs 
– but that’s better than ignoring the patient. As a unified group, our 
senior judges and lawyers have pretty much presented what they want 
on most issues. The International Bar Association has unambiguously 
supported the arguments of the South African General Council of the 
Bar in opposing the De lange amendment and bills. 

The judges and the lawyers are likely to win what they want.  
The responsibility of the Radebe-led ANC policy committee, in whom  
we must now place our trust, is to honour the courts in every way.  
The problems are not party-political and Radebe’s committee should 
bear that in mind.

Unlike India, we do not have a broad crisis around corrupt judges. 
Unlike Egypt, Zimbabwe and the USA, we have had no political  
crisis between the judiciary and the executive. Our electoral process, 
flawed as it is in the selection of individually meritorious members  
of parliament, has not been the subject of bitter argument and major 
litigation. 

The current president must hasten to ensure the administrative 
health of our judiciary before he completes his term. If Radebe fails  
to improve the health of the judiciary quickly and if the Mabandla- 
De lange team fails to listen to the judges, Mbeki must take the  
matter in hand himself or make a cabinet change that puts a strongly 
constitutional and less belligerent personality in charge of the  
department of justice.  ijr

The distinction between what is and is not a 
constitutional matter has been refined at great 
length in the Constitutional Court's judge-
ments, but refinement has brought little clarity.
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tracKing socio-poLiticaL trends   
The SA Reconciliation Barometer project of the Institute for Justice 
and Reconciliation is a longitudinal study that monitors the national 
reconciliation process. Through regular audits of actual social, political 
and economic transformation; annual national surveys and ongoing  
anecdotal analysis of socio-political trends, the Barometer seeks to  
find some answers to the question of how the country’s reconciliation 
process is going.

For further information contact the Institute: 
Tel: +27 21 659 7128 or E-mail: info@ijr.org.za
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BuIldInG naTIons 
TRANSITIONAl JUSTICE IN THE 
AFRICAN GREAT lAKES REGION 
By Charles villa-vicencio, Paul Nantulya and Tyrone Savage 

Building Nations provides an uncomplicated road-
map of the prevailing political situation in the Great 
lakes region and functions as an indispensable 
guide to the politics of transition in Burundi, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and 
Uganda. Africa has its ample share of failed states 
and corrupt leaders, but there are also signs of 
positive transition in several countries on the  
continent, where we see movement from autocratic, 
violent rule to the beginnings of democracy. The 

insights offered in this collection support the effort to recognise  
genuine advances, and to engage in constructive, informative and  
critical debate. 

Forced reMoVals: 
a case sTudy on consTanTIa 
AN ORAl HISTORY RESOURCE GUIDE FOR TEACHERS 

History should be a process of enquiry and 
debate based on evidence from the past, both 
written and oral. learners must be given  
opportunities for ‘doing history’ as historians  
do it: constructing historical knowledge from 
evidence derived from historical sources. This 
publication, the result of one such process of 
‘doing history’, tells the story of forced remov-

als from Constantia. In addition, it illustrates how an interactive oral 
history project can be conducted within the perameters of the National 
Curriculum Statement. It is aimed at Grade 11 History teachers, but  
the activities can be adapted for any high-school grade.

the institute for justice and reconciliation invites  
you to its annual reconciliation award ceremony

this year’s reconciliation award goes to 

BrigaLia Bam
chairperson: independent election commission

and will be presented by
archbishop emeritus desmond tutu

 Venue: district six museum, 
  25a Buitenkant street, cape town
 date:  16 august 2006
 time:  17h30 for 18h00

please rsVp by 11 august 2006 to:
ms felicia thomas

tel: 021 659 7128  |  fax: 021 659 7138
e-mail: fthomas@ijr.org.za

Forced 
Removals
 a case study on Constantia

An oral history resource guide for teachers

Project of the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation
in partnership with Western Cape Education Department, 
Metropole South
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A guide to the politics of transition in the African Great Lakes

region is desperately needed. Building Nations provides an 

uncomplicated roadmap of the prevailing political situation in

Burundi, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda and Uganda.

Africa has its ample share of failed states and corrupt leaders,

but there are also signs of positive transition in several African

countries, where we see movement from autocratic, violent rule 

to the beginnings of democracy.

Human rights purists can be strident in their critique of African 

ruling parties and the incremental or erratic changes they offer.

Africa needs such principled critiques. It also needs informed

recognition of genuine progress when it occurs, however hesitant

the advances may be, if we are not to sacrifice the good on the

altar of perfection.

The insights offered in this collection support the effort to 

recognise genuine advances, and to engage in constructive,

informative and critical debate.

The Institute for Justice and Reconciliation is committed 

to the promotion of justice and sustainable reconciliation 

in South Africa and other African countries.

Transitional Justice in the African Great Lakes Region

building
NATIONS

By Charles Villa-Vicencio
Paul Nantulya
Tyrone Savage
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For an up to date resource on debates and media coverage 
of nation-building in South Africa, log on to the SA Monitor at:

www.ijr.org.za/politicalanalysis/samonitor

coMMunITy healInG
A RESOURCE GUIDE

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission brought 
home the extent to which apartheid left many 
South African communities traumatised and  
dysfunctional. Community Healing: A resource 
guide is the result of a series of initiatives by 
the Institute of Justice and Reconciliation to  
begin to address issues of collective trauma 
and healing. This guide offers: an overview  

and model for community healing; guidelines for implementing your 
own community healing initiatives; suggestions and step-by-step 
instructions for facilitators; case study information to show the process 
in action; web links and ideas for further investigation.


